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ABSTRACT

The one-dimensional motion of a Langmuir soliton passing through the region of a den-
sity barrier is considered. It is found that the soliton is accelerated due to the plasma inhomogeneity.
The accelerated soliton radiates two pulses of ion-sound waves propagated in opposite directions
away from the barrier. The spatial distribution of the perturbed density in the ion-sound waves is
investigated and the energy loss of the soliton, as a result of the emission, is estimated.
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1 Introduction
Usually, the plasma state is chai acterized by the appearance of spatial different local-

ized fields. For the represntation of the general feature of such state it is necessary to
study the behavior of single localized form. The soliton appears to be the most attrac-
tive model for the investigation of the localized fields and for a better understanding of
the nonlinear dynamics of plasma.

It is well known now in the literature devoted to the soliton that if we neglect the
inertia of the ions jl], the single soliton preserves its shape and velocity. If the soliton
was moving in smooth inhomogeneous plasma, the soliton acquires acceleration and
behaves like a particle |2|, Similar to the behavior of an accelerated charged particle
in emitting electromagnetic waves, it was shown |3] that the Langmuir soliton moving
with acceleration emitts ion-sound waves.

In the present work, the problem of the spatial distribution of the radiation field of
the accelerated Lajigmuir soliton is investigated for the case in which the profile of the
inhomogeneity of the unperturbed plasma n(x) has a form of barrier of a wide range of
applications. Such a problem can be of interest not only in the excitation of ion sound
waves, but also in the estimation of the requiremens of the degree of homogeneity of
the plasma for the experimental detection of the soliton.

A simple theory for the emission of ion-sound wave, due to the interaction of Langmuir
soliton with the inhomgeneity of plasma, is developed in section 1. In section 2, a basic
equation is obtained to describe the perturbation of concentration outside as well as
inside the soliton. Section 3 deals with the analysis of the spatial distribution of the
radiation field at different characteristic points of the soliton in space. In section 4 an
estimation of the soliton energy loss, as a result of the emission, is derived.

l.The nonlinear dynamics of the one-dimenssional plasma can be described by the
help of the time envelope £ ' of the electric field intensity of the Langmuir oscillation E;

and the low-frequency variation of the plasma density &n'. According to [3], these
quantities satisfy the follwing equations:

= 0 (la)

where u>p is the plasma electron frequency, VT is the electron thermal Velocity, C, is
the ion-sound velocity, and no is the plasma, equilibrium density. In obtaining (1) the
plasma drift brought about by the inhomogeneity was neglected by assuming the drift
velocity to be small comparing with the velocity of ion-sound.

One may simplify the above equations by assuming n'(x) to be small (n'(z) << no),
and by introducing the following new dimenssionless quandtities:

t = l /3(m./m j)<V\

2

(2a)



x = l/3(m./m<) l /VM).

6n =

n(x) =

£ = (3mj/m.)1 /a£7(ie5 tnor«) l /a ,

A = «Te/wp,

obtains the following equations:

d\E - n{x)E - SnE = 0,

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

(3«)

(2/)

(3)

The solution of (3) may be written in the form:

where £ and <j> are real quantities,£ is the co-ordinate of the center of localization of the
Langmuir oscillations.

Isolating the part of the density perturbation ,which is concentrated in the region of
localization of Langmuir oscillations, i.e. let

= [fix - *(*))/(* ~ 1)] (6)

where i = 3, i , and the quantity N wilt characterise the peturbation of the density
outside the soliton.Hereafter, we shall assume that the perturbation of the concentration
by the ion-sound is not large,i.e.

N « ?, (7)

since we are interested in the radiation of a soliton, we assume that the velocity of
the source of radiation of the soHton is much less than the ion-sound velocity,i.e.

and therefore the relation

i3« l,

SAl « 1,

(8)

(9)

is easly satisfied, which mean* that the change in the velocity of the soliton, within the
time that the ion-sound wave travel* a distance of the order of the width of the soliton, is
small in comparison with the ion-sound velocity. Moreover, we shall consider the width
of the soliton to be much less than the characteristic spatial scale of the inhomogeneity
AL, i.e.

Al« AL, (10)

On substituting (6) into (3),(4) and taking into account the conditions (S)-(10), the
following expression are derived for the amplitude £ and the perturbed concentration
of ions N [2,31:

^ £ - l / 2 £ 2
m £ + £2 = 0, (11)

(3? - 32JN = -&,?, (12)

wherefm is the maximum value of the amplitude. From (12) it follows that only soliton
moving with acceleration can emit ion-sound wave.

The solution of (11), (describing a single soliton), has the form:

(13)

where the coordinate of the center of the soliton can be determined from:

x=-l/2dxn\t,

and the width of the soliton is related to its maximum value by

A; = (2) l/a/C*.

2. Let us consider that at the initial instant of time, t = 0, the emission is absent,
N = 0. On substituting (13), (14) into (12) and on considering (8), the following
expression is obtained for the radiation Held [4|:

N = - x + *{t))[tank{[x -

+ x - x(t)){tanfi{(x -

tanh{(x - t -

t - (15)

It is clear from (15) that two wave fronts leave the soliton in opposite directions.
The first term, in the curly bracket of (15), represents the forward radiation, while the
second term corresponds to the backward radiation. With the help of (15), the radiation
field can be determined in the region of localization of the soliton. Since the velocity of
soliton was assumed to be much less than the velocity of ion-sound wave, the outgoing
wave fronts become far away from the soliton.

Let us now consider the case in which the homogeneous density profile has the form:

n(x) = nm/cosh2(x/AL), (16)

where nm and AL are the maximum value and the width of the inhomogeneous profile,
respectively.

Let UB consider that, at the initial instant of time, the soliton was very far to the left
of the barrier (where the inhomogeneity is absent) and let it be moved to the barrier



with constant velocity v. Moreover, if the initial kinetic energy of the soliton is much
greater than its potential energy, i.e.

V2 > nm i (17)

then the soliton will overcome the barrier.
On substituting (16) into (14), the dependence of coordinate of the center of the

soliton on time has the following form:

x[x) = - {nmAL/2V2)[tanh[[Vt + xo)/AL\ + 1], (18)

wherexo is the initial position at t = 0. Taking into the consideration that i 0 = £(0) •< 0
,from (18) it is easy to obtain the acceleration of the center of the sotiton

= (nm/AL){sinh\{Vt - \xo\)/AL\/cosh%Vt - |zo|)/AL]}, (19)

It can be seen from (19) that the acceleration differes from zero only during the
interval of time, in which the soliton overcomes the barrier. With the help of (19) and
(15), we obtain an expression for the field of the perturbed concentration:

- |xo|/V)

\tanh{(x + jxo| - Vt]/Al} - tanh{(x + |xo| - t)/Al}\+

+{•
sinh(V/AL)(t + x + |xo| -Vt- \XQ\/V)

1 eo»h»(V/AL){t + x+\xo\-Vt- |zo|/V)
\tank{(x + [so| - Vt)/Al} - tanh{(x + \xo\ (20)

It follows from (20) that the maximum value of the perturbed concentration in the wave
is in the order of:

(21)

which, in turn, is in coincidence with the condition (7), if (10) was taken into account.
3.Hereafter, we shall analyse - with the helpe of equation (20)-, the profile of the

perturbed concentration in the following characteristic position of the soliton:
a)when the soliton does not yet reach the barrier,i.e.when

0 < Vt < (sol - AL/2, (22)

Since the soliton moves in this interval with constant velocity (without acceleration),
the radiation, as it was expected, is absent:

N -0, (23)

b) when the soliton exists near the middel of the first left half of barrier (it glides up
stair over the barrier),i.e.when

Vt « |xo| - ALjA,

In this case, from (20), we obtain:

+AL/4V

- tanh{(x - |xo|/V + (A£)/4V

t>inh(V/AL)(x - AL/4V + AL/i)
^cosh3(V/AL)(x - AL/4V + AL/4)

[tanh{(x + AL/4]/At} - tanh{{x + \xo\/V - [AL)/4V

(24)

(25)

It follows from (25) that in the region of localization of the soliton, near its center,
the perturbed concentration changes its sign. In front of the soliton the perturbation is
negative, JV < 0, and behined the soliton it is postive, N >Q . The change of the sign
takes place within a distance equals the soliton width. The front of the forward,as well
as the front of the backward signals exist at a distance k « AL/4V far from the soliton.
The qualitative spatial distribution of the perturbed concentration, corresponding to
(25) is shown in Fig.(l).

c)when the soliton exists at the top of the barrier,i.e.when

Vt = |xo|,

Accordingly

{tanh[(x - \xo\/V + \xo\)/Al] - tanh[(x + \xQ\/V

(26)

(27)

At the center of the soliton ,as it is clear from (27), the perturbation is absent , N =
0 . The qualitative spatial distribution corresponding to (27) is shown in Fig. (2)

d)when the soliton near the middel of the second right half of the barrier ( it slides
down the barrier),i.e. when

| ( ) / (28)

N -

\tanh{(x - AL/4)/At) - tanh{(x ~ \xo\/V - (AL)/4V + \xo\)/Al)]+



sink(V/AL)[x + AL/4V ~ AL/4)
+ cosk*{V/AL)(x + AL/4V - AL/4)

\tanh{{x - AL/4}/Al] - tanh{(x + \xo\/V + {AL)/iV (29)

According to the result of [3], if the soliton was moving with positive acceleration,i.e,its
velocity increased, it rarified the particles. The forward perturbation, to the left of
the soliton, was positive and the backward perturbation, to the right of the aoliton,
was negative. In our case, the soliton passed the peak of the barrier and increasing its
velocity while it slides down. In front of the soliton there is a positive perturbation ,
while the pre-emitted negative perturbation exists far away to the right of the soliton.
This is the reason why the perturbation of concentration in front of the sotiton has the
form of complete cycle. Near the center of the soliton the perturbation is zero./V = 0.
By analogy, behind the soliton the perturbation has also the form of one cycle. Near the
center of the soli ton,to the left, the perturbation is negative, N < 0, while far from its
center the perturbation is positive, N > 0. The front of the backward and the forward
radiations are at a distance /j =a 3/4(A£) from the center of the soliton. This distance
irf is greater than the corresponding distance Jj, of case b) by a lengths (A£)/2V\ This
length, as it was expected, equals the displacement of the wave fronts in an interval of
time that required by soliton to move from the point (—AL)/4 to the point (AL)/4.
In Fig.(3) the qualitative spatial distribution of the perturbation of concentration is
presented corresponding to the given position.

e) when the soliton becomes far to the right of the barrier, at a symmetrical point of
its Initial, i.e. when

(30)

In this case, the soliton moves once more with constant velocity V and stops to
radiate. Therefore, the pre-emitted waves becomes far from the center of the soliton.
For N, from (22) we obtain:

N -
N -

[tanh{{x -

- |*o|)

- tanh{[x - \xtl\)/Ai}\+

- \xo\)/Al] - tanh{(x + 2\xQ\/V (31)

The analysis of this equation shows that the perturbed density has the form of two-
going away from each other waves. The centers of the waves exist at a distance \xo\/V
from the soliton and going away from it in the space with the sound-velosity. The

width of each wave equals (AL)/V. The corresponding picture of this case is shown in
Fig. W-

4.We have to mentioned here that in the above mentioned calculation we have ne-
glected the recoil interaction of the radiation on the soliton (see (7)) , i, e. the energy
of the ion-sound waves has been considered small in comparison with the energy of the
solitoni In this section we estimate the energy gained by the wave radiation.

According to [5], the energy conservation law of the system " soliton + ion-sound "
has the form

dtQ = -l/2dx{l/2[dxEdIdxE' -d.E'dtE]

+ {i/2)\n(z)
+SnV

' - E'dxE\

V\E\2]},

where
Q = n(x)\E\2 + Sn\E\2

dtSn = ~dxV,

V2 /2

(32)

(33a)

(336)

Considering an arbitrary volume whose boundaries has been not yet crossed by the
front of the radiation, i.e. within this volume all the energy of the radiation is con-
centrated, therefore we can carry out the integration of (32) over a volume whose
boundaries, lay far from the barrier and the soliton, at a distance AX that satisfies
the relation

AX»\xo\+[AL)/2,(AL)/V, (34)

This condition means that the radiations travel perpendicularly through the bound-
aries placed at the points -AX and AX during an interval of time(<) satisfies

{AL)/V, (35)

On using (6) and (13) with the help of (32), it is possible to determine the energy
flux (P) through the boundary placed in front of the soliton at the point AX by :

3tW = ~

W
+ AJX

- A X

(36a)

(366)

where the velocity (u) of the particle in the ion-sound wave could be determined from
the continuity equation

dxu = -dtN, (37)



On taking into account the fact that the energy flux through the boundaries placed
at the points(-A,Y) and AX are equal then with the help of (14), (36) , (37) we can
obtain the following relation for energy flux:

(38)

Accordingly, taking into account (19), the waves go away through the boundaries in
the duration of time ss (A£)/V , and according to (14) the energy flux is proportional
to the square of the density gradient.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Qualitative spatial distribution of the perturbed concentration in the case

Fig.l (i) when vt ~ | i o | - " ;

Fig.2 (ii) when vt = \xo\;

Fig. 3 (iii) when vt - xo + " ;

Fig.4 (iv) when vt = 2(xo)-
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